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The aim of this note is to improve and complete the estimates given in [1], We deal with

the problem as introduced by M. E. Gurtin and R. C. MacCamy in [2], that is to say, we

are looking for a function p(a,t) satisfying

pa(a, t) + pt(a, t) + n(a,t, P(t))p(a, t) = 0 for a, t > 0,
r + 00

P(0, ')=] P(a,t,P(t))p(a,t)da, t > 0, (i)

p(a,0) = <p(a), a> 0,

where
- + 00/* i ucj

P(t) = / p(a, t) da.
Jo

As quoted in [1], the problem reduces to finding a function p(a,t) which satisfies, for a,

t positive.

p(a, t) =

Jr + oo
/?(£, t, P{t - a))p(|, t - a)d£

o
ca

•exp — / ix(s, s + t - a, P(s + t - a)) ds (2)
Jo

/a lu(s, s + t - a, P(s + t - a)) ds if a > t,
U~t

the data being /x, /8 and <p. So, if Fp(a, t) denotes the right side of (2), the problem is to

find a fixed point for F. In order to do this we will solve (2) for (a, t) e R+ X [0, T] and if

C(T) denotes a constant depending on T only, we will assume:

Iu(a, t, P) is a positive measurable function such that the mapping

s -> n(s, s + u, P) belongs to L'Loc([0, +oo)) for almost all (u, P) in R2

and there exists a constant C(T) such that, for all P, P' G R,
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|p(a, t, P) - ^(a, t, P')\ < C(T)|/> - P'| a.e (a, 0 e R+ X [0, T].

P(a, t, P) is a measurable function and, for all P, P' G R, (4)

|j8(a, /, P) - (i(a, t, P')\^C{T)\P - P'\ a.e. (a, t) G R+ X[0, T].

Now, the growth of /? has to be limited (see [1], [2]) and we assume: There exists a

function /?( P) continuous on [0, + oo) such that

ft (P) is nondecreasing,

r + 00  

/ -=——=+oo for some/I > 0 such that /? (A) > 0, (5)
ja sfl (5)

\P(a,t,P)\<C(T)p (|F|) a.e. (a, t) G R+ X [0, T],

Under these assumptions, which are better than in [1], we can prove

Theorem. If (3), (4), (5) hold for some T, then for each <p G L'(R+ ) there exists a unique

p G L°°([0, T], L'(R+)) satisfying (2) a.e. on R+ X[0, T] (T can be taken arbitrarily if (3),

(4), (5) hold for T).

The proof follows the same steps as in [1] and thus we only sketch it. First set

^-HwVy (6)
It follows from (5) that G is a one-to-one mapping from [A, +00) to R+ . We will

denote by G~] the inverse of G. Under the above assumptions, if | |, denotes the usual

L\R) norm and if M = Max(yl, | <p |,), we have

Lemma. If p(a, r) G L°°([0, T], L'(R+)) is a solution of (2), then

|p(-, Oil < G-x[C{T)t + G{M)] a.e. t G [0, T].

Proof. If p satisfies (2), we get (using the fact that ju > 0)

/•/I /• 4" OO /"TCU,

|p(-,0l,<f f 18($,t,p(t - a))p(i,t - a)d$da + f \<p(a-t)\da.
JQ IJ0 Jt

Hence after an easy computation using (5), we obtain

|p(-,0li 45 Mi + C{T)j'p (|p(-, j)|,)|p(-, s)\tds

-+00

and thus

rt —

\p(-,t)\^M+C(T)f^ {\p(-,s)\l)\p(-,s)\lds = H0- (7)

As in [1, Lemma 1], there is no loss of generality in assuming t (->|p('> Oli continuous

and thus from (7) and (5), we get

dm _
dt

i.e.

C(T) ■ p (|p(., /)!,) -|p(-, oil < C(T) ■ P (HO) ■ HO

jtG[+(0]<C(T).
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Integrated between 0 and t leads to

G(*(t)) - G(M) < C(T)t.

Hence by (7) and the fact that G~' is nondecreasing

\p(-, 01, ̂  <M0 < G-l[C(T)t + G(M)\ a.e. t G [0, T).

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

The lemma entitles us to look for a solution p of (2) in

C = {p e L»([0, T], L'(R+)) ||p(-, Oil < G-'[C(T)t + G{M)\

a.e. te[0, r]}

and to conclude with the same proof as in [1], That is to say, to prove that F has a unique

fixed point in C, we only need to prove that F maps C into C. So let p E C. From (2) and

with the same inequalities that we need in order to derive (7), we get for ( £ [0, T]

M-,0li <M+ C(T)£fi (|p(-, j)|,)|p(-, s)lds.

Thus by (5) and (8)

|Fp(-, 0|i < M+ C(T)f'p {G-'[C(r)j + G(A/)]}G-'[C(7> + G(M)] ds

— M +
Sin.T

C(T)ds

G'tG-'^r)* + G(M))]

= M + r(G-')[C(r)5 + G{M)\'ds = G'x[C(T)t + G{M)].
Jo

This concludes the proof.

Remark. This result is the best possible in the sense that one cannot weaken the

assumptions on the growth of (5 and still get a global solution of (1). Indeed if we choose

P(a, t, P) = fi(P) with

/.
+ 00 ds

< +00

A sfi (s)

then (see [1,2]) the resolution of (2) is equivalent, when ju = 0, <p > 0, to finding P(t), a

solution of

^ = ? (r(>M0, r«))=M„

which in turn is equivalent to

G(P(0) = < + G(k|i).

But the solution of this problem blows up when t + G(| <jp |t) goes out of the range of G,

which is [ 0, j^xds/sP(s )).
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Added in proofs: The above results can be improved limitating only the growth of /? — /x

(in P). See: M. C. in Proceedings of Journees d'Analyse Nonlineaire, Lille, France, May

1983.
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